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NANCY PELOSI BELIEVES SHE WILL 
SOON REPLACE PRESIDENT TRUMP 
IN THE OVAL OFFICE. PRAYER, FAITH & 
ACTION MUST ABORT THIS DEMONIC AGENDA.

This is an ACTION Prayer Letter. I am 
summarizing the threatening issues at hand.
The Democrats are united to abuse their power 
to overthrow our government and believe with 
the help of the lying liberal media,they will make 
Pelosi president. Intercessors with Insight must 
win this battle in the spirit and with action as the 
Lord leads. We have designated one member 
of Congress to you to decree the Word of God 
over until the election. We believe most of the 
members of Congress are wicked and exploits 
the taxpayers and U.S Citizens to further a very 
demonic agenda. “When the wicked are in authority, 
the people mourn!”                     

After watching hearings last week held to justify 
the Impeachment of our President it was obvious  
our nation is controlled by evil doers. They go 
from lie to lie without any concern for the truth.     
Our President has done noting wrong. The 
democrats are accusing President Trump of 
doing exactly what they are doing. They want to 
use propaganda to influence the 2020 election. 
Nancy wants to remove the President for 
PERSONAL gain. She wants his job and by 
Impeaching him, taking out Pence will be a piece 
of  cake.  She will be President. Lying,  liberal,  
pedophile friendly, Adam Schiff, most likely will 
be VP. The Bible tells us that “we shall know the 
truth and the truth will set us free.” The wicked have 

taken over education, the media,,  the State Dept, 
and the U S government.   Witchcraft must be 
bound and the Word of God must go forth.
That is what  this ministry is  
doing. Praise God our Bibles 
should be on the Berkeley  
Campus before Christmas 
break. We want to plant 50 
Founders Bibles of other 
major University Campuses 
beginning next year. Doors 
are opening in the media for us. 

PLEASE SOW A SEED FOR 
SOULS AND TRUTH TODAY. 

NOTE: When writing about God 
and Jesus, The Daily Jot means 
YHVH as God and Yeshua Ha 
Mashiach as Jesus--the actual 
original names and the true 
nature and character of them.

Wednesday, December 11, 2019
After months of news reports, 
stacked hearings, controlling 
the impeachment narrative, 
suppressing contradictory 
testimony and doctoring 
transcripts of witnesses, the 
best the House Democratic 
coup-makers could come 
up with were two charges 
of impeachment against 
President Donald Trump.  
The House Democrats 
charged Trump with 
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obstruction of Congress and abuse of power. 
While pressing the narrative that nobody is above 
the law, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) is 
making a strong case that the law applies only 
to non-Democrats, for the majority in Congress 
can conduct hearings without due process and 
corruption investigations cannot occur if they 
involve Democratic Party members.
 
On abuse of power, the Articles of Impeachment 
read: “President Trump solicited the interference 
of a foreign government, Ukraine, in the 2020 
United States Presidential election. He did so 
through a scheme or course of conduct that 
included soliciting the Government of Ukraine 
to publicly announce investigations that 
would benefit his reelection, harm the election 
prospects of a political opponent, and influence 
the 2020 United States Presidential election to 
his advantage. President Trump also sought 
to pressure the Government of Ukraine to take 
these steps by conditioning official United States 
Government acts of significant value to Ukraine 
on its public announcement of investigations. 
President Trump engaged in this scheme or 
course of conduct for corrupt purposes in pursuit 
of personal political benefit.”
 
Regarding Obstruction of Congress, the 
Articles read: “Donald J. Trump has directed the 
unprecedented, categorical, and indiscriminate 
defiance of subpoenas issued by the House of 
Representatives pursuant to its “sole Power of 
Impeachment.” President Trump has abused 
the powers of the Presidency in a manner 
offensive to, and subversive of, the Constitution...
Wherefore, President Trump, by such conduct, 
has demonstrated that he will remain a threat to 
the Constitution if allowed to remain in office, and 
has acted in a manner grossly incompatible with 
self-governance and the rule of law. President 
Trump thus warrants impeachment and trial, 
removal from office, and disqualification to hold 
and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit 
under the United States.
 
This show-trial by the Democrats is evidence that 
tyrants have hijacked Congress and modeled 

it after a third-world 
communist dictatorship. 
They rigged the system to 
get the sound bites and 
optics they wanted. They 
clearly demonstrated that 
if you are a Democratic 
candidate for President, 
that your family cannot be 
investigated for obvious 
corruption, and that standing 
up against a vacuum of due 
process is a violation of their 
newly-interpreted version 
of the US Constitution. This 
is bad for the Constitution 
and bad for the country, 
irrespective if it happened to this president or 
any other. The soil of American Liberty beckons 
a Psalm 94:16 moment, “Who will rise up for me 
against the evildoers? Or who will stand up for me 
against the workers of iniquity? ”  
 
It is us. We must arise and stand. Speak boldly to 
all who will listen. Have a Blessed and Powerful 
Day! Bill Wilson  |   www.dailyjot.com

BOMBSHELL REPORT: George Soros behind Trump 
impeachment DECEMBER 10 by Frank Holmes, Reporter
Over the last few weeks, Congressional 
Democrats have televised hearings and drawn 
up Articles of Impeachment against President 
Donald Trump — but a new report shows that 
the entire impeach Trump effort is being led and 
bankrolled by someone whose face is never 
seen. All roads to impeachment lead back to 
billionaire George Soros. He literally paid the bills 
for the man browbeating Trump’s defenders in 
front of the cameras.

House Democrats picked Norm Eisen to cross-
examine Republican witnesses during the first 
week of impeachment hearings — and to lie 
about Trump Eisen faked up a video of the 
president to make him look like he’s above the 
law. The video shows Trump saying that the 
Constitution “allows me to do whatever I waBut 
where does Eisen get his funding?

WATCH FAYE 
ON YOUTUBE
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It should come as no surprise that Eisen is 
a major recipient of funding by the shadowy 
billionaire George Soros and his network of 
political patronage. 

Rush Limbaugh Stunned Donald Trump Into 
Silence with This One Truth Donald Trump and 
his campaign team thought 
they had the path to victory 
in 2020 all figured. But then 
everything changed.
And that’s because Rush 
Limbaugh stunned Donald 
Trump into silence with 
this one truth. In the 
elections in 2017, 2018 and 
2019, Democrats made big gains in suburban 
areas that formerly voted Republican.Voters 
in Republican strongholds that supported the 
Second Amendment, low taxes and defending  
the unborn were overrun by an influx of  
leftist invaders.

Democrats won the Virginia governorship in 
2017, control of the House of Representatives 
in 2018 and seized power in both chambers of 
the Virginia legislature in 2019, thanks to a blue 
wave in the formerly Republican suburbs. Never 
Trumpers, Democrats and fake news reporters 
claim this is because formerly center right voters 
despise Donald Trump and conservatism and 
allege that the only way for Republicans to 
compete in the suburbs is embrace gun grabs, 
abortion on demand, amnesty for illegal aliens 
and open borders. Rush Limbaugh has a different 
explanation as to why the formerly red suburbs 
turned blue. Limbaugh claims it is due to the fake 
news media and academia brainwashing voters.

“The two most influential institutions that shape 
public opinion are education and the media. 
And it’s not an accident that white college 
educated Millennials and people into their forties 
are shifting left. That’s all they’ve been taught 
when they’ve gone away to school. Even in 
high school, that’s what they were taught. They 
grew up watching cartoon shows about how evil 
American corporations are,” Limbaugh stated.

Limbaugh explained 
that liberal 
suburbanites were 
gullible sponges that 
soaked every bit of 
indoctrination the fake 
news media fed them.
“I’m just telling you, 
a steady diet of 
mainstream media 
coupled with the way 
you’re educated, and I 
guarantee you you’re 
going to think that 
Republicans are white 
supremacists, Nazis, 
and Klansmen. This is what they’ve been taught. 
You can chalk it up to branding,” Limbaugh 
continued. “You can chalk it up to education. But 

I’m telling you, a lot of the white, liberal, radical, 
educated suburban demographic today literally 
believe — ’cause they watch the media. I mean, 
they see the lies presented after Charlottesville 
happened. They see the lies every time there’s 
a mass shooting. They see the lies about 
Republicans. They just believe it.”
Limbaugh concluded by warning his audience 
without conservative and alternative media the 
fake news would go unchallenged in presenting 
misinformation and a distorted view of reality to 
the entire country.

“Everybody believes what they read in the 
New York Times. They just do, the people that 
subscribe. They believe what they see on CNN. 
Folks, if we didn’t have this program and other 
talk radio, Fox News, conservative websites, 
blogospheres, we’d have lost the country already. 
If they still had their monopoly, there wouldn’t 
have been any pushback. And therein lies the 
answer,” Limbaugh concluded.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5, 2019
Schiff Releases Phone Records of Political 
Enemies Including Trump’s attorneys, a journalist 
and a GOP lawmaker.  Byron York said the move 
“sent a chill among Republicans concerned about 
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the reach of a powerful chairman determined 
to root out the communications of people 
with connections to the Trump-Ukraine affair. 
Rep. Devin Nunes, ranking Republican on the 
committee, whose phone records were included 
among those released, called the move a ‘gross 
abuse of power’” (Washington Examiner).  From 
the Wall Street Journal Editorial Board: This 
is unprecedented and looks like an abuse of 
government surveillance authority for partisan 
gain. Democrats were caught using the Steele 
dossier to coax the FBI into snooping on the 2016 
Trump campaign. 

Now we have elected members of Congress 
using secret subpoenas to obtain, and then 
release to the public, the call records of political 
opponents (WSJ).  From Kimberly Strassel: Still 
waiting for my fellow members of the media 
to express their deep outrage and alarm that 
Intelligence Chair Schiff snooped thru and 
published phone records of member of the free 
press. The silence is deafening (Twitter). From 
John Fund: Sounds like intimidation (Twitter).

2.House Parades Anti-Trump “Witnesses” Before 
Judiciary Committee    Including donors to 
Obama and Hillary (Fox News). One, professor 
Noah Feldman, pictured above left, was calling 
for Trump’s impeachment back in March of 2017 
(Bloomberg). From Larry Elder: “Richard Nixon 
sent in burglars…” –Noah Feldman Harvard 
Professor and democrat expert witness, 12/4/19 
Actually, Professor, Nixon was unaware of 
the burglary, let alone “sent” them in (Twitter). 
From Alan Dershowitz: Feldman mistakenly 
says the Constitution defines bribery. Where? 
It defines treason, but not bribery (Twitter).  In 
an interesting exchange we find that Obama 
withheld evidence from Congress during the 
“Fast and Furious” investigation (Daily Caller). 
Byron York asks, “To what degree were Trump’s 
concerns about Ukraine valid?” (Washington 
Examiner) “Liddle” Schiff? The ‘Liddle Kidz 
Foundation’ has had several training workshops 
within Adam Schiff’s 28th district of California, 
I’ve also seen the two share an address, though 
I can’t verify, I’ll still leave those pictures down 

below. Again, note the spelling! Tina Allen the 
founder of ‘Liddle Kidz’ has a long history of 
working in the Hollywood area, as does Adam 
Schiff. The organization is a global non-profit 
offering ‘internationally accredited’ pediatric 
and infant massage certifications. http://www.
liddlekidz.com Check it out, yourself, you can’t 
make this up. I don’t know about you guys but 
this whole idea seems a bit fishy and crazy to 
me... It sounds like a cover for an organization 
to go touch vulnerable kids around the world, I 
mean... That’s what it actually is. WTF!
Am I crazy?
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